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Abstract. The problem of mixed convection involving the micropolar Casson fluid over a 
stretching/shrinking sheet is scrutinized in this study. The sheet is considered permeable with the 
inclusion of suction. The effect of heat generation is also taken into account. A set of suitable 
similarity variables is employed to reduce the governing partial differential equations to the 
ordinary differential equations. The built in bvp4c function in Matlab is utilized to solve the 
resulting ordinary differential equations. Elucidation of numerical results for the skin friction 
coefficient, Nusselt number and temperature profiles are presented through graphs for a certain 
range of governing parameters. The existence of non-unique solutions (dual solutions) are also 
discovered in this study. Final conclusion has been drawn on the effect of variations in suction 
parameter, Biot number and heat generation parameter and on the flow and heat transfer 
characteristics. Stability analysis reveals that the first solution is stable while the second solution 
is unstable.  
1.  Introduction 
The rapid growth of manufacturing and processing industries in order to fulfill the higher demands lead 
to the utilization of new materials which can be categorized as non-Newtonian fluids. One of the material 
can be modeled as micropolar Casson fluid where micropolar fluid exhibits the behavior of micro-
rotational motions, spin inertia and couple stress [1]. Casson fluid is also known as dilatant fluid with 
infinite viscosity at zero shear rates [2]. As mentioned by Borrelli et al. [3], micropolar fluids have 
numerous applications in pharmaceutical, chemical, engineering and food industries. Takhar et al. [4] 
studied mixed convection of micropolar fluid over a stretching sheet and discovered the faster rate of 
cooling with the larger values of micropolar parameter. Qasim et al. [5] investigated the heat transfer of 
micropolar fluid and found that the increment of micropolar parameter decreased the thermal boundary 
layer thickness. 
Suction plays an important role in the boundary layer control. Arifin et al. [6] reported that  the 
boundary layer separation can be delayed with the inclusion of suction. Furthermore, the influence of 
heat generation is also considered in the present study. Eid and Mahny [7] found an enhancement of 
thermal and concentration boundary layer thickness with a rise in the heat generation parameter. Inspired 
by the above mentioned studies, the objective of the present work is to investigate the impact of suction 
and heat generation on the mixed convection of micropolar Casson fluid over a stretching/shrinking 
sheet. The built in bvp4c function in Matlab is applied to generate the numerical results. Since dual 
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solutions have been discovered, thus stability analysis is conducted to determine the stability 
characteristic of the solutions.  
2.  Problem formulations 
Let us consider the steady two-dimensional flow of an incompressible micropolar Casson fluid over a 
permeable stretching/shrinking sheet. The sheet is stretched/shrunk in the x-direction while y-axis is 
orthogonal to the surface of the sheet.  A uniform ambient temperature T  is considered and the surface 
of the sheet is convectively heated at temperature Tf. The boundary layer equations including the 
continuity, momentum and energy are given by       
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From the above equations, u and v are the velocity components in the x- and y- directions, 
respectively,   indicates the kinematic viscosity, 2B c yp   is representing the Casson fluid 
parameter,   denotes the vortex viscosity, g indicates the acceleration due to gravity, m is the coefficient 
of thermal expansion,   denotes the fluid density,  / 2 j     represents the spin radiation 
viscosity, j a  denotes the micro-inertia density,   is the thermal diffusivity, Cp is the specific heat 
at the constant pressure p, Q0 represents the  heat generation coefficient and N is the micropolar rotation 
velocity.  
The governing equations (1)-(4) correspond to the following boundary conditions:  
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where  uw is the velocity at the wall, vw denotes the mass transfer velocity, n is the boundary concentration 
parameter of fluid, k denotes the thermal conductivity and hf is the heat transfer coefficient.  
 The following similarity transformations are introduced to solve the above system of partial 
differential equations: 
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Now, equation (1) is fulfilled identically and equations (2)-(4) turn into 
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where   denotes the constant stretching ( 0)  or shrinking ( 0)   parameter. Besides, K denotes the 
micropolar parameter, A represents the thermal convective parameter, Pr is the Prandtl number, s 
represents the suction parameter, Bi is the Biot number and Q denotes the heat generation parameter 
which are defined as 
 0
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with   3 2/x fGr gm T T x    and  /x wRe u x   are the Grashof number and Reynolds number, 
respectively. The physical quantities of practical interest in this study are the local skin friction 
coefficients fC  and the local Nusselt number xNu  which can be defined as 
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where the wall friction w  and the wall heat flux wq  can be expressed as 
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Utilizing the similarity transformations (6), we obtain 
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3.  Stability Analysis 
Stability analysis is necessary in this study to identify the reliability of the dual solutions. Merkin [8] 
reported that the stability analysis can be done by considering the time-dependent problem. Thus, the 
unsteady case for equations (2)-(4) is considered as follows:  
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where t representing the time. As suggested by Weidman et al. [9], a new dimensionless time variable 
 need to be applied. Thus, the new similarity variables are   
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The following equations are obtained by substituting the new variables (18) into equations (2)-(4):  
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subject to the boundary conditions 
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Following [10–12], the stability characteristic of the steady flow solution  0 ,f f   0h h   
and  0    can be tested by considering  
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eigenvalue 1 .  Substitution of (23) into (19)-(21) produces the following linearized equations:   
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along with the boundary conditions  
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As mentioned by Harris et al. [13], relaxation of  any boundary condition on    ,F H   or  J 
provides the range of possible eigenvalues. In this study, the condition   0F    as    is chosen 
to be relaxed. Then, a new boundary condition  0 1F    is applied to solve the system of equations 
(24)-(27). 
4.  Results and discussion 
For validation purposes , the present results have been compared with Qasim et al. [5]. They used Runge-
Kutta-Fehlberg fourth-fifth order method to generate the numerical results. As depicted in Table 1, the 
present results are in excellent agreement with Qasim et al. [5] which verify the numerical method used 
in this study.  
Table 1. Comparison of   
1
2Rex fC  for different values of K and n when 0s Q   and Pr 3   
K 
n = 0 n = 0.5 
Qasim et al. [5] Present Qasim et al. [5] Present 
0 1.000000   1.000000  1.000000  1.000000  
1 1.367872   1.367931   1.224741   1.224745   
2 1.621225  1.621339   1.414218   1.414214   
4 2.004133   2.004238   1.732052   1.732054   
5    2.162770     1.870838   
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Table 2. Smallest eigenvalue, 1  for some values of    
  1  (first solution) 1  (second solution) 
0.5   1.2860 1.9809   
1   0.7776 0.8082   
1.1   0.6488 0.6738   
1.14   0.2623 0.1352   
1.1407   0.0194 0.0117   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3. Temperature profiles    for some  
values of Bi when K = 5, Pr 0.72, 0.05,      
0.5A    and Q =1. 
Figure 4. Temperature profiles    for some  
values of Q when 0.05   , 0.5,A Bi    
K = 5 and Pr 0.72 . 
 
Dual solutions exist for a certain range of governing parameters as shown in Figures 1-4. Stability 
analysis has been conducted to test the stability behaviour of the solutions by determining the smallest 
  
Figure 1. Variations of (0)f   for some values 
of s when Pr 0.72, 0.5,A Bi    K = 5, 
and Q =1. 
Figure 2. Variations of (0)  for some 
values of s when Pr 0.72, 0.5,A Bi   
K = 5, and Q =1. 
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eigenvalue 
1 . As listed in Table 2, positive values of 1  are obtained for the first solution which 
reflecting the stability behavior of the first solution. Conversely, the values of 
1  for the second solution 
are negative which means that there exist an initial growth of disturbances. Therefore, the second 
solution is unstable. 
Figures 1 and 2 portray the effect of suction to the reduced skin friction coefficient and the local 
Nusselt number, respectively. An increment in the suction parameter increases the value of  0f  since 
suction exerts a dragging force on the fluid. As a result, the rate of heat transfer also increases with the 
enlargement of s. Figures 3 and 4 show an upsurge of temperature profiles with the increment of Biot 
number and heat generation, respectively. Since Biot number is inversely proportional to the thermal 
resistance, thus the hot fluid side convection resistance is deteriorating as Bi increases. Therefore, this 
implies a higher surface temperature. In addition, increasing value of Q generates more heat in the flow 
region and consequently rises the temperature of the fluid. 
5.  Conclusions 
The effects of suction and heat generation on the mixed convection of micropolar Casson fluid over a 
stretching/shrinking sheet were investigated. The governing equations of the problem were numerically 
solved by using the bvp4c function in Matlab. Dual solutions were discovered for a certain range of 
governing parameters. Therefore, stability analysis was conducted to test the stability behavior of both 
solutions. By referring to the smallest eigenvalue, the first solution is found to be stable whereas the 
second solution is not stable. The inclusion of suction led to a drag force and increased the skin friction 
coefficient. This circumstance indirectly enhanced the rate of heat transfer. In addition, the enlargement 
of the Biot number and heat generation parameter boosted the higher fluid’s temperature.   
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